Ancient KMT (Egypt) Study Guide
PRIMES & Time Line are also excellent study guides as well

Learning to review class notes and using study guides each night is studying. “Studying” ONLY the night before a test is memorizing. Learn to study a little bit each night. YOU CAN DO IT!

A. Know the names of each KINGDOM of Egyptian history including the Dark Age and the dates of those eras. Use Time Line for help. Basic geography of North Africa and Nile River Valley must be understood.

B. Study your time line and know the test will be given to you chronologically starting with Dynasty 0 or the Pre-dynastic and then move on to the Old Kingdom, Middle Kingdom, Dark Age and New Kingdom.

C. Know the myths that explained why the Egyptians mummified and why they built pyramids. Remember, David Macauley’s dvd watched in class made these myths very clear.

D. Using PRIMES Study guide please know the pharaohs listed and their accomplishments.

E. Using PRIMES Study guide know a number of the Egyptian gods and goddesses. Understand the meaning of monotheism, henotheism and polytheism.

F. Using Class Notes please know the importance of the Rosetta Stone and information related to it.

G. Study the notes taken on how the Ancient Jews and why they entered into our study of Ancient Egypt i.e. Moses, 10 Commandments, Exodus, etc.

H. Ma’at: Why is it important to our study?

I. Concentrate on how Ancient Ended particularly as the Romans became involved in Egypt. Our Brainpop episodes in class did a very good job explaining this history.

Good luck and I hope this helps. Take care, Mr. Poirier